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Welcome Aboard!
Odyssey is a Grand Banks 46 Classic tricabin yacht. While chartering with San Juan Yachting the summer of 2014 we found her for sale in Sidney, BC. We purchased her from her original Canadian owner,
who kept her from day one in a boathouse at Westport Marina near Sidney BC on Vancouver Island.
She was regularly maintained and serviced by Delta Marine, the Grand Banks service center for Canada.
Built in 1994 she had very low hours on her original engines and has received wonderful attention and
upgrades to her navigation instruments including two new Furuno NavNet GPS chart plotters in 2011.

        
                 !   
several things to make her ready for you, our charter guests.
New additions this year include:
AB Aluminum hull RIB with euro console helm and 20hp Yamaha.
Manson BOSS 60 lb anchor.
Magma Catalina propane BBQ.

 "#$ %&'%'%()**
Kenwood stereo with Bluetooth, USB and auxiliary inputs.

%  ! !+    ! ! /3 5+
Magnum 2.8KW Inverter/Charger

:;<   !=     ;    *
Balmar 150 amp alternators and regulators.

?@E<<H"H'L     %@;T  XZ   X

&    X X  X
Wesmar bow thruster motor.



Odyssey is a documented yacht.
T[=:=&:/=&?<=&E)=:%&?<:\]:[:\%]=?&::)=L=)=\@=E])@=%])?\;
E])@:)&=)@)]?=E *    XX   +!       X@ 3T   
T 3 X  +*  X    5  *       
* & X +    !X *!  !        
We have enjoyed getting Odyssey ready for your cruise. We hope you will sense our pride in her and
enjoy your time on her as much as we do. As you cruise, if you discover anything we could do to enhance
your experience with Odyssey, please share that with the good folks at San Juan Yachting.
May you be blessed with blue skies and a wonderful adventure!

Bon Voyage,
& !=  !( !*!L_(* [[@`
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Quick Start
Before Starting Engines:
Dinghy secured? Grill covered?
%     z    
Power panel: Double Green dots Always On; Green dots ON for normal operation; Yellow dots
ON as needed; Red dots: Always OFF
Open blinds and curtains for visibility.
Check oil and coolant levels in engines; add if necessary.
Check sea strainers to engine heat exchangers for debris.
Check under-engine oil pads for evidence of leaks

Starting Engines:
Put gear controls in Neutral, throttle levers at “Idle.”
E}= T$ X  !     EX    ( 
sound.
T     X        !   %   *
to start more than 30 seconds without a 2-minute “rest” period.
Repeat procedure for port engine.
  _)T<`
Oil pressure OK?
Water running from both engine exhausts? Walk back to the stern swim step to make sure
           & *    ?    
ensure that the engine cooling system is functioning to avoid damaging the engines!
?   X       
_`  *      
_          
 X'L `
Keep aft cabin door closed when engines are running to keep diesel exhaust from coming in.

Before Leaving Dock:
Center the rudder.
Untie mooring lines. Once underway, stow mooring lines and
fenders.
Initial leaving the dock can be done at idle using selective
forward and reverse of the twin props with possible assistance
from the bow thruster (always on, doesn’t have a breaker)
Engines at idle before shifting gears to forward or reverse.
Underway:
Keep a watch for logs or debris in water. Monitor gauges.
Keep RPM under 1300 until engines warm to 150 degrees.
Normal rpm between idle and 2200. She cruises very comfortably at 10 knots @1600 rpm. Please do not exceed 2300
rpm for more than 30 minutes and less than 10% of running
time
Always keep your wake in mind.
“Normal” readings:
=  175-190 Oil pressure: 30-90 psi
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Approaching Dock:
T X     _ X  X       
  `
:               !E]&?%=   
E]&?%=X     X       
member of the crew at midship to tend the mooring lines.
=      @      
forward and reverse maneuvers with twin props and judicious use of bow thruster bursts. Your
expert check out skipper can demonstrate this and help you be very comfortable maneuvering
her. Remember to have engines at idle speed before shifting in and out of gear.
< *   5  _\       +`   
_    `!   EX *  X *    * 
dock lines and help you secure them.
Position mate on deck with a spare large fender with line attached. If the vessel will make contact with the dock or another boat, place fender to prevent damage. Arms and legs do not make
good fenders!

Upon Arrival at Marina:
Secure all lines: Stern, Bow and two Spring lines as a minimum.
If bow-in, be sure anchor is not protruding over dock walkway.
Turn off engines (see “Stopping Engines” below).
Turn off electronics at both helm stations; replace covers.
Connect shore power. First to the boat, then to the shore receptacle (30 amp power for Odyssey)
Stopping Engines:
After operating at cruising speed, allow engines to idle a few minutes to cool down before shutting them down. (This usually happens naturally while tying dock lines or setting the anchor.)
On engine panel turn far left stop breaker to on position.
T      !_  `
& 5    +_  `
T      !_  `
& 5    +_  `
& 5 +

Mooring at State Buoy NOT PERMITTED
At 46 feet Odyssey is in the group of yachts too large to use the Washington State Parks Marine buoys.

Daily (Overnight) Checklist in Marina:
AC Input “On” for shore power.
Inverter “On” – Be sure it is charging.
Keep an eye on water tank, meter located to the right of the helm wheel.
Keep an eye onholding tank, meter located in the master stateroom head on the sink vanity
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Daily (Overnight) Checklist at Anchor or Buoy:
: 
}E$    X+& }: [
$     
& 5*   =       
the drain on battery power.
Keep an eye on holding tank gauge in port side aft head on sink vanity.

Mooring at Anchor:
&   Z+   
 X  :    
foot switches on bow deck while boat is backed up slowly away from anchor.
<        X         
 X     _:chor line marked with 10 foot yellow paint at 100 ft then 5 foot yellow paint every 50 ft. Odys* "X  XZ#     
        !  _}&+$ X   
\ `
Attach “snubber plate and lines” to anchor chain: Located in bow bench locker. Secure snubber lines through the bow hawse holes and to the bow cleats. Attach snubber plate to anchor
chain beyond anchor roller. Snubber lines can be let out 10 to 15 feet so the plate is submerged.
Run out enough chain to form loop in chain so tension is transferred to snubber line. Ask your
check out skipper to demonstrate this important part of anchoring Odyssey.
Skipper reverse one engine at idle to test the set of the anchor. We often use a combination of

        ;T     
& 5   
& 5 

First Thing Each Day:
?X  !  5 

Check battery reserve on inverter panel. If less than 12 volts, start generator.
Check water tank level
Check holding tank gauge. If near full, pumping out will be necessary very soon.

Before Leaving Vessel:
T &X  }ELL$
Cover electronics screens at both helm stations.
Optional: Close blinds
Lock the door.

Fueling:
See instructions in “Engine Systems” section of Owner’s Notes. .
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Dinghy Operation
Launching:
L             &     X 
    _        `
)  *   _+  X       3    `
connect remote control.

Tie Down Straps

)    X   *_    `<:/=@=)&:\
&:&%):?\T[];??\&=%?\;&):\E<     * 
[ }  $_  *3    `
&             _`   _ `&  er bar is also a button that can be pushed to activate the davit winch.

1

2

3

4

]     ! X   *X_ *`*       
rail so it is facing backward, then lower it to the water.
     * 3  X * *  ;     * connect the bow carabineer harness clip.
%     X        & X "  
can be left attached and the entire blue dinghy lifting harness stowed behind the dinghy seat.
Note: You will want to put some tension on the cable while raising it; otherwise cable will wind
 * _&   
       X 
`
Disconnect and safely stow the remote control. Replace vinyl winch cover.

The law requires everyone in the dinghy to wear a lifejacket.
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Starting the Outboard Motor:
Be certain fuel line is connected and air vent on fuel tank is open.
Lower motor with Up/Down electric lever switch on side of throttle.
T  +_* +*  `!    X       *   +*/*
lanyard will have safety clip that will need to be inserted before engine will start.
Push in choke when the engine is warm and lower fast idle lever.

Bringing in Dinghy
&     *!}[  $ 
(=])=&E=@])=%?\;?\@):%[=?&&?=%E\&):T
?X*  3   
*!  * X     *     X 
cruising. Not fun!
         *!           
and dinghy key to the Odyssey helm station.
When dinghy is along side Odyssey and facing backward, do not let it drift forward of midship.
            5*
       X  
of Odyssey!

Outboard Fuel:
Unleaded regular (87 octane). NO oil mixture needed for the Yamaha 4-stroke motor. Please
replace the fuel you use. The tank holds 3 US gallons.

Dinghy Care:
/   *  &         
  X *   
A spare spark plug is kept in the spare parts bin

*

If Dinghy Doesn’t Run:
Is the safety clip in place?
Is the tank vent open?
Is the fuel line connected?
Is there gas in the tank?
Did you choke it?

Anchoring the Dinghy:
There is a collapsible anchor for the dinghy that can be attached to the stern of the dinghy for
            
     
                      
is going out! The metal sand spike and the blue porous anchor bag are located in the aft cockpit
lazarette.

Going Ashore:
Estimate the change in tide during your time ashore and secure the dinghy accordingly. The metal sand spike in the dinghy can be used to secure the painter on a sandy beach. Otherwise, secure
the painter to a log on the beach.

Cleaning Shoes:
Your shore shoes are likely to pick up gravel or dirt on shore. There is a hand brush hanging on
the fresh water spigot at the stern for cleaning shoes.
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Electrical Systems
Controls:
&      _    X `      X   * & 
switches act like circuit breakers. Lower switches control 110 volt/AC systems; Upper switches control 12 volt/DC systems.
Dot system on DC panel
Double Green dots: Always On ~Green dots: ON during normal operation ~ Yellow dots: ON as
needed ~ Red dots: OFF at all times

DC Panel

AC Panel

See for turning on breakers for nav instrument, radar (this breaker also for depth
sounder), chart plotter, autopilot, VHF and
rudder indicator.

Used primarily to control electricity from
shore power, and generator. Also will control some of the AC systems ie. microwave
         
by the inverter

DC Switches:
%   !  %@  _ `*X E\    X  
pump. Be sure to leave Bilge Pump ON at all times_%   `z *  matic when these switches are ON.
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AC Switches:
You will use AC breakers with shore power and generator, because you will need to limit loads
          *          
to run virtually everything on the boat. But when using shore power, you will need to limit loads to
_! `!"_"! `! _! `!    
    *  
  T 
Microwave
 %* 
@ 5+ 
  

H 
1000 watts
 
 
 





?X        
    !   !     
 ! !     X*    3   
come up to full current before adding other loads while on shore power, especially the water heat&  +             < ** 
       X    :  *    3
under the limit!

Shore Power:
:       X    " 
            E**
located on inside of aft transom and on forward deck under the windlass. Use the connection that is
closest and most convenient to the shore power outlet.

@     E**3       

:X   !  +:@        _X   ` X 

:@<   & 
}:@ E$    :Z@
el. If not, check that AC Main switch is ON and then check the supply at the dock to make
certain it is turned on.

Inverter:
The Inverter charger switch on the main AC panel should be ON at all times
&    *     _  *!  ! 5+! ` 
    *
      ?   "  %@ X   3 teries to 110-volt AC current. Large current draws like the hot water heater or the electric stove can
               

It is necessary to charge batteries when voltmeter indicates 12.2 volts or less; do not let voltage
drop below 11.5 volts. When connected to shore power the batteries may be charged to 100%
_'`!        X     !      
     _'`   #_"#'`
& < ? Z@      *   
Bulk charge: initial fast charge with high amperage
Absorb charge: slower charge to full capacity
Float charge: smart trickle charge to maintain full charge but not overcharge
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Odyssey can use a lot of electrical power! (   *!
!X  ! 5+!     !  &'Z%'%  *      *%Z@ 
battery bank. You will need to use the generator frequently, so it will be prudent to be familiar
with how to use it.
If not connected to shore power:
&       X Z * ! )X  ZX!
  
use of electric outlets to charge phones and computers and run entertainment systems. It is not unusual
  +     X "# # 
L         !X    5 ! **             
   X     ! 5+ 
If the voltage has dropped below 11 volts either by cumulative drain or due to a surge of electrical usage,
the Magnum Inverter panel may register a fault and display a red light.&    
X:Z@    +      & %Z@ *  +    
A/C will be generated. The solution to the fault problem is to turn on the generator, which will
clear the fault and begin to re charge the house batteries.

Generator:
&  +E_ 
 X:Z@`
]*     
   !    E\X 
seconds. Continue holding it up while you perform the next step.
T &:)& z   "      )&:)& ?X
   !          @ +*   *  
 +       X   `
Be careful about possibly putting a bumper over the generator exhaust outlet as it could melt
 
&[ (+\    

 X:Z@T ;=\
Flip Double breaker Master Switch up to ON and see that amber light “A/C supply ON” is illuminated.

Stopping Generator:
)     X    *    5*   _   5 
      :Z@`
Run the generator engine for a 2 minute cool-down period.
Push the stop button
<    +   +     5  
                          
The Onan 8Kw generator is located in the midline of the aft part of the engine room. It is mounted
        "            #  $ 
system.
It burns approximately ½ gallon of diesel per hour when operating.
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Interior Lighting:
: 
  "  %@<      [=%!  " X 
  X  _"`&     %Z@[=%
_   
%Z@`:@  
_     :Z@   
lights use lots of power, which can be a large drain on the house bank if you are inverting from
the house batteries without shore power or generator. Switches on the electrical panel and individ        
   
    X   
Spare bulbs are labeled and stored in a bin in the salon.

Exterior Lighting:
“Nav Instrument Lights”, “Anchor Light”, “Spreader lights” and “Searchlight” each have a switch at
the D/C electrical panel.
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Engine Systems
Engine Room Access:
&       X     X     
  & +        


     

Starting:
\     (*  +    <+  +
strainers for debris as the seawater intake provides for engine cooling. Start starboard and port
engines separately.
Do not run engines over 1300 RPM until the temperatures reach 150.

General:
&    @ &:      X   *  
missions with dripless shaft seals.
E )T<X _

   -

 `

=  * ")T<+ H Z  Z  


H)T<#H+  Z  Z  
1600 RPM 9.2 knots @ 8.2gal/hr .89 gal/nautical mile
=   #)T<+ " Z  Z  
  ")T<+ H Z H Z 


"")T<+  Z  Z 
Max sustained RPM 2300 RPM 12 knots @ 22 gal/hr 1.9gal/mile
Full throttle will push the RPM to 2750. The engines can be run at this speed for a
   
          
running time. At this speed the fuel consumption will exceed 32 gal/hr. Excessive
running above 2300 RPM risks damage to the engines. These engines are designed
       !

Engine Alarms:
&       !   X     
  
If alarms should sound when you are underway, idle back the engine, check the gauges, and shut
   5     *
\ )  =   

E 

Shifting:
Shift gears only at idle RPM. Dockside maneuvering should be performed with the throttles at minimum idle speed and rudders in neutral position.
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Bow Thruster:
&  *  X     ?  *   3  *
+ X        &         X   
   & * *           _&  
thruster battery charger switch should alwaysX   `&     
in short 2-10 second bursts. It can overheat and shut down if operated for excessive time.

Exhaust:
Please keep aft cabin door closed while engines are running to prevent diesel exhaust fumes from
entering the cabin.

Pumps:
&        *<       X   
 _ `   !             
cool the engine and its transmission, and then expels it through the exhaust pipe. If a pump fails,
it could severely damage the enginez XX  ! ?X   
} $  !     &      *    
  &         X    If a pump seems to have
failed, the usual causes are:
Plugged intake. Is there plastic wrap, seaweed, or other obstruction?
Clogged sea strainer. Is there debris in the sea water strainer on this engine?
Failed impeller in the pump itself, or broken belt.

Fuel:
=   }*$} $X   X +)* X   
     X X       
= ! erator and forced air diesel heater all use the same diesel from the two 350 gallon tanks.

Raycor Fuel Filters
and Fuel Distribution System
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Oil:
T    ) ;    &      
  +      
+&      X   T   ?   X   X     +
A small bit of oil spattering is normal for these engines, and the owner has supplied oil absorbent
drip pads to catch this. If the dipstick shows excessive leaking, track it down! Remember, a little
bit of oil makes a big spot: the dipsticks are the best warning of excessive use! Other than drips, the
engines are clean running and the engine room will stay clean.

Dip Stick for Engine Oil

Fill Cap for Engine Oil

Coolant:
=     } $   &     X 
  _   !  `    

Antifreeze Coolant Reservoir
(one for each engine)
Fill to “cold “ level with pink premix
coolant
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Fueling Process:
L  % LT        +@+*_X     
 +`         
              
E**    X _     `=  + X    
&    !        *   

tubes on the front inboard corners of the port and starboard fuel tanks in the aft of the engine
room. Position a crew member in the engine room and simply open the valves at the top and bot X       +E       *       
       @  X     + 
      
   !   X }   $        
:* !   X     
      X
reaches the top of the sight tube. Fuel spills are your responsibility.
No fuel additives are needed during the charter season.

Cap Key and Diesel Fill Cap

Window Wipers:
&         X
     +
must be on at the d/c panel. Pushing the buttons causes fresh water spray to help remove salt residue.

Defogger Fans:
[    X   &     *  X *       
 _              `
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VHF Radio
E**    ?@E<<H"H'L  &       X
 ;T X  :?    *z        
   ;T  &     <<?   E**& <<?
X E** H"#         *  ]@ 
Coast Guard. We hope it never becomes necessary to use it but if it does, we want you to know that it
    3* *        ;T X   & 
    T 3! X       X  X 'L)  
%   &  3 *    _"`       X mation.
E**3'L  %
We recommend that you monitor Channel 16 during your cruise. It is reserved for emergencies and
boat-to-boat initial contact. After contact, move to channels 68, 69, or 80.
     !"!!H #_      `     
     X    &   *
      
sudden.
[  X      }?  X   $     
 #    &       #"H
     X             
'L &     *}+$       T      X      'L

ICOM M424 VHF Radio
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Navigation Equipment
Navigation System:
& L \\      !L !L     
@      *     &       

 X  *    &      X  XE**3  
X   X          ! * X   +  & 
manuals are stored in a marked clear plastic box.
Turn on “Radar/Sounder”, “Chart Plotter”, Autopilot”, “VHF”, “Rudder Indicator” and “Nav Instrument”. These switches are located on the DC panel.
The radar and depth sounder are both located on the same breaker labeled “radar”






CAUTION: Please do not change settings randomly “by guess and by golly” – get
     L     zX   X* 

 X& } + $ X  +     
:           & @} $%
for the NavNet chart plotter is in the lower helm unit. We have installed the latest 2015
   &      %

Furuno NavNet vx2
Color Chart Plotter

Radar:
&  * H"$  **          & 
*     *        *!     
   *  ( *   *    %@+  
on, however, they only activate when transmitter switch is turned on.
)3 *       
  
X E**3     *
  X 
    *  
interference from other structures on the boat. When used properly, it provides a useful tool in mon   X  X   :?* *        3  
of other vessels and land masses that should be depicted already. In reduced visibility conditions, it
is another tool to help the captain maintain situational awareness. Consult the manual for proper
operation and settings. We encourage you to practice using the radar during fair weather conditions so that it is familiar and will be less daunting when conditions become more challenging.
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Nautical Charts and Tide Tables:
  <:T&=@   X?+     :  
charts of Strait of Georgia and Gulf Islands are stored in a drawer in the aft cabin under the island
@     !    X       
    X   * X&   X     
“chart” drawer under the aft master berth.

Flybridge Navigation Equipment:

Furno
Radar

Westmar Bow
Thruster

Furno
Chart Plotter

Westmar Bow Thruster
As copied from above section on engine systems, the thruster may be operated from either
upper or lower helm. It is always turned on  3  *+ X  
     &        "    
use of twin propellers for docking maneuvers

Bow thruster
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    "
=<:)3        *   * * 
X  
 X  !     X    &   

     *  * X    & *      *+  
or 6, then press red button to engange.

#$ % &  

#$ % &

Furuno Sounder
(turn on depth sounders with radar break-

Datamarine Depth Sounder

Flybridge Datamarine Depth Sounder
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ComNav Autopilot
One word of caution:
An autopilot is a great tool as it relieves the helmsman from
   +X          (        
be on alert at all times, never should the helm be left unattended. Logs have a way of
               
We urge you to use the autopilot as a tool to take the drudgery out of steering the ship and allowing
*  +* * +       ? 3       
     *  

Lower Helm ComNav Autopilot
&     X      +    *   ?X topilot breaker is on and the select switch is turned to standby, the compass course that lights up
 *         *     _@* 
        Z      * `<     
switch to “Pilot” will do two things:

&        + E**  

&         *      &  ** 
recover operational manual control of the wheel is to disengage the autopilot by moving the switch
+  *  5
&    *  
Disengage autopilot, change course manually then re engage autopilot or,
Push the red or green buttons to adjust the course by 1 degree for each push

Lower Helm ComNav Autopilot
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Flybridge ComNav Autopilot Remote
@     +   *     
 *    )=< )=<"  

X   &    

& &:\%(!T?[E&!:\%\:'       X  ! 
&?[[=)         X 3 !    @E<\:'"
remote.
&      !      &:\%(  *    *  
  &      3   :  *    +
        &:\%( T         
   X    *         )=< 
)=<"  
 *    +       !    T?[E&   sel is under control. Walk back down to the lower helm and press both the red and green ARROW
+*z   X   !      +  <:&=)  

Flybridge Comnav 211 Remote
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Entertainment
TV and blue ray DVD:
\ *  "#$%&'  %<?](  ! (
)*%'%*    X%'%   XX   *  &'

Kenwood Stereo System:
& @%!(
!](!  *  _`?   *      
%@T EZE5        *   
  X   X    * ](     (
  &        +   !X  *      *
with volume controls at each listening area. Flybridge speaker volume is controlled with knobs
 *    

Flybridge
Canvas:
)       ! * 5
Be careful to leave navigation electronics covered and not exposed to weather or overnight dew

Stowage:
& X     _` X+ Please take care to allow these items to dry before stowing. &      +   *  &   X +   ages for your trip. Block ice will last longer but cubed ice is more easily found at the marinas in the
islands.

Flags:
:]    5    X       +      @ !* @   * _+      `X  X   
      X *  _      `

Cleaning Supplies:
(   !+ !        X X  
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Galley, Cooking, BBQ, Appliances
Microwave Oven:
(           E\  ! 3     wave clock to stay set. You may need to press “Clear” before beginning your desired function. Make
sure the inverter is on to give AC power from the batteries for operation when not on shore power
or generator.

Stove:
T       &   
 :Z@   _   +    `

 :Z@ 

Using the Stove / Oven (called the “Cooker” on the A/C panel breaker)
L     } +$+  :Z@&    +   
&  
    X X   X      X     
    ! *   X    +& +  X    
much power.

Counter Tops:
 +       +& *    T    
chop on the countertop. Please do not put hot pans from the stove or oven directly on the counter               X     
one of the galley drawers.

Drying Dishes:
A collapsible dish drainer set is located under the galley sink. Please take care to dry dishes and
    *X   *    

Small Appliances:
&    / 5+
  _     `

   ;L?      -

Vaccum:
A vacuum with attachments is located in the cabinet in the forward port Stateroom.

    #$ " 
(

          *X  X "& X     
 + X        &     X      
 &  Z 5      !  X   + & 
refrigerator breaker on the main D/C panel only controls the small bar fridge on the starboard side
behind the helm.
+        *  X   ( + +   
cubed ice bags seem more available in the islands.
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Barbeque:
& < @  ((        X   T  
keep the canvas cover on when cruising. Propane tank and hose are attached and mounted near
((E((    *     +?X    3 X !
the butane lighter in galley utensil drawer. BBQ cooking utensils are in the galley utensil drawer.
Wire brush for cleaning the grill is in the winch handle holder mounted on the Lifesling box mounted a few feet from the grill.

Gas Grill on aft cabin top

Crab Fishing and Cooking Equipment:
:    *     X  X *  :      
     &  +       X      
crab cooker on the electric stove, place the cooker on the left burner. Please vent the steam out an
open window to protect the wood above the stove from moisture buildup. Please also use the galley
vent by turning the switch on the D/C power panel.

A Note about Cleaning Windows:
For glass windows there is a spray bottle of vinegar based cleaning solution under the galley sink
    \E:    !

Trash Compactor:
Needs generator or shore power to run. Breaker is on the A/C panel.
Please use the provided extra thick and strong trash compacter bags.

Cabin Heater:
E**   =T:)% L
When not on shore power, diesel heat is a comfort  &     X  &           *&  
X     +& 

means the thermostat is turned on; the green light
means it is producing heat for the room in order to
meet the temperature setting you have chosen.
=         
monoxide monitor.
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Espar Diesel Furnace Control and
Carbon Monoxide Monitor

Head System
Waste Management:
      L X        * X 
      X  *& “electric head” switch on the DC panel also
     * &  X   X ! +   fresh
water breaker is also turned on prior to using the head. Waste from the toilet always goes to the
   +_ } $       +        
   X    `
The main cause of problems is misuse. Dealing with a stopped-up head is an unpleasant
task, especially when it can easily be avoided. The only things that should be put into the head are
human waste and a few squares of toilet paper! Under no circumstances should Kleenex® tis"     "            '     
paper supplied; do not use household toilet paper! %   _X  3  `
L      

Flushing:
\    ' * X  X   +   &  
additional reason to monitor your water tank level daily. Fresh water tanks have monitor gauges on

  X  !_  X H  X `
L *         ?X     !  
    X   *              
the pedal down for about 10 seconds.

Holding Tank:
To pump out at a Pump out StationT       +    +!
  _] +*X   X `
Follow instructions at the Pump out Station. SJY has provided a list of pump out locations in the Guest
<      +  *    
      +  _   
`   
Discharging the Holding Tank:
&         +       E\  +
switch at the D/C panel and also use the timer switch on the right side of the helm labeled macerator
Please ask your check out captain to demonstrate use of the macerator.
Only when in “appropriate waters” (as explained in the skippers safety meeting before checkout),
the waste holding tank may be pumped overboard. US waters are not appropriate for Discharge
of waste overboard. Discharge is permitted in Canada except in harbors and near land. Please discuss this with your check out skipper. &              

tank. Do not change the direction of the y-valves.
If you are boarded by the U.S. Coast Guard, and they ask to see the Y-valve, explain to them that the
        *      +
&             +       
aft stateroom.

%  '* 
(         *     !   *  
 ELL_  `        X+  
seal causing the pump to run unnecessarily for a prolonged period of time. Prolonged pumping not
only disturbs your sleep, but also poses the risk of burning out the pump and/or running the bat*  X    EX !       ELL_  `!*  3 
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Tackle and Mooring Equipment
Anchors and Rhodes:
E** < (       "X  XZ#$
(((   X *[ X&    &  * _% H`   
   X  +  : + X  XZ#     X Z#* 
        + X       & 
  X      5     +     *  
emergency.

Magnum Boss Anchor
Chain Markings:
:3   +*  :  X !3*   +  
Amsteel at 150, 200 and 250 foot

Rode Consideration for NW Waters:
:     \   !*    X  @ 3}   $? 
  X        H  _ !   XX *    
   *" X  X  `? !    X    } $        (     
in your anchorage at low tide. Sound out the depth in your anchorage before dropping the hook and
consult the tide tables for consideration of the minimum depth you will experience.

Anchoring Process:
&     
Anchor is lowered with foot switches on bow deck or from remote controls at helm while boat
is backed up slowly away from anchor.
Mate on bow to monitor length of chain and to troubleshoot if it gets tangled.
When desired chain length is out, stop windlass.
Attach “snubber plate and lines” to anchor chain: Located in bow bench locker. Secure snubber lines through the bow hawse holes and to the bow cleats. Attach snubber plate to anchor
chain beyond anchor roller. Snubber lines can be let out 10 to 15 feet so the plate is submerged.
Run out enough chain to form loop in chain so tension is transferred to snubber line.
Skipper reverse one engine gently to test the set of the anchor.
& 5    
& 5      
See instructions below for hauling anchor and washdown of anchor and chain.
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Windlass Use:
&            
Release anchor by removing the loop.
Lower anchor either by stepping on the up/down foot switches on bow deck or by remote
       [   XX X*      
 +    3 
Count the painted markings until the correct ratio is reached.
Please Set the anchor without excessive force! Odyssey weighs over 17 tons; take up the
strain on the anchor rode gently to save our ground tackle.

Troubleshooting:
?X      +         !  +       
_ X  `&      *         
     +    
     ?X  3    lem, you can access the chain by opening the hatch to the chain locker in the v-berth.

Hauling in the anchor:
% 3      X      <    X  
                & trieve the 60 lb anchor, the direction of force will need to be straight up.
= *<          

Raising Windlass:
Before hauling in anchor, turn on Odyssey’s engines. This ensures you will be ready to depart,
and supplies extra power to the windlass.
Before raising the anchor, attach wash-down hose to spigot at bow pulpit and make sure windlass switch is on.
Press foot switch next to the windlass. Wash chain and anchor thoroughly as you haul them in.
&     X          +
bilge.
Remove the snubber line as soon as you can reach it.
T      X*        X 
gouges. Gently guide the anchor into place without “snapping” the chain tight with the wind&  +   (       
with the loop with some slack in the chain before getting underway.
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Shore Lines (Stern Lines):
Why? ?       _    `   *_   %    !& ?  (   ;!? (*(  `   * 3      *  }   $       
boats. In addition, the great water depths make anchoring very far form shore impossible.
How?  X X  !    +        ting. Be sure to keep clear of rocks near the shore and allow for Northwest tides, often 12 ft in our
! "X X   &       !  !  
+    !   * } +$
        * 3* 
 &     !*       * ! *  +   
toward shore with bursts of reverse gear. Sometimes a helpful boater already anchored will help
you by taking your line to shore for you with his dinghy---a neat “good deed” that you might reciprocate. We have met some nice boaters this way!

Using Odyssey’s Shore line:
L  X     +    X  
Once dinghy operator has run line to shore and back to the boat, secure both “ends” of line
      } $        %    
to secure the line to railing; it is not strong enough to withstand the potential force on the line.

Mooring Equipment:
Dock lines are stowed for regular use at docks:

& "X   

& "X   

& HX    
   X  

=  + +  X   
White Fenders: When not in use, store white fenders by pulling them up on the deck. Never
cruise with fenders down; it is hard on fenders and you risk losing them.
In preparation for docking, put fenders out and adjust the lines so the fenders are barely above the
  &* *!*  X   X  +  
Extra Fenders:= X     & *X X    er boats or for extra protection if the docking situation puts another boat in close proximity to you.
For this purpose, tie them to a stanchion or cleat as needed.
Boat Hooks::   !      
the stern cabin roof by the dinghy.

+      :   

Remember that Odyssey weighs over 17 tons; these boathooks are not strong enough for “hooking
the dock” at docking time.
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Water Systems
Water Tanks:
E**    X   +& X      X  + 
H  =    +       &      
to the right of the helm and will indicate the levels when the fresh water breaker is turned on at the
%Z@_}L$`      X  +     *  X 
tank is about 3/8 full.

Forward

Aft

Gray Water:
&  X   +    } * $    *  
&  + *  *       _ Z`      
     & +X      %Z@}drain
pump”.

Filling Fresh Water Tanks:
& "X   +_      XX   `     
 +     _X  +    +H `= 
  +* X      +_    `    T    X     +   *
  X  T
     X +    X *X    X    
water tanks. Please never use the hoses at the pump out stations as they are frequently
placed in the holding tanks of boats to rinse them out.
 X        X +     X +    5 & 
fresh water in the tanks works great for washing dishes, washing hands and taking showers. It is
potable and clean but not as fresh as we prefer for drinking.

Washdown:
&   X       
  X   X  +  
 *   ]        &   
+      

Sea Water:
&  ! +  %@     &   !
X      X   =     +  %Z@
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Use of Shower:
}% T$+       *E\  &  
both showers.
After showering, please wipe up water spills on wood areas around shower.
     * X     X_<    +
   `
T   X  
TIP:
&  *  *!X         ! 
          5       

Hot Water Heater
&               X   X  
tanks. It has an 18-gallon reservoir of hot water that is heated using the shore power or generator
:Z@  & +X          :Z@

Spare Parts Location
Engine Spare Parts
        +          
engines and in the compartment under the removable boards under the v-berth cushions.

Tool Kits
?

    XX 

Miscellaneous Spares
&    + 
In orange tackle boxes
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Emergency Equipment
Fire Extinguishers
[     !X X  ! 
with your checkout skipper before departure.

 *  T? X* 

First Aid Kit
Located in cupboard between sink and toilet in forward head.

Flares and Air Horn
In cupboard between starboard cabin door and helm seat

Life Sling
:        X  X*    %  X    
case for Lifesling. Use it like you would use a ski rope to circle around a down skier in the water.

Life Sling 3 Overboard Rescue System

=T?)(= *T  ?   ) (con sends a distress signal to satellite systems to
pinpoint your location anywhere in the world.
It is registered with NOAA and the USCG.
On Odyssey it is kept at the top of the stairs to the
Flybridge.

EPIRB:


   

        X  X*  

Though Hull Wooden Plugs:
&     

 

Emergency Tiller and Sea Anchor:
[    X  +  
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Through Hull Diagram
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Checklist to Review with
Checkout Skipper
Connecting and disconnecting shore power
Use of dock lines
Count the number of fenders and demonstrate how to deploy them and re tie.
Use of the windlass and snubber, anchoring system
[   X *  X !              
and rode kept in the bow portside chain locker
Use the davit and remote to deploy and recover the dinghy
Dinghy anchoring system
AC and DC electrical panel
Understanding of battery management and use of the inverter /charger and generator
Show how to use AC power away from shore power by starting and stopping the generator.
'  * !   X      X       +
Pump out for holding tank
Macerator and through hull for discharge of the holding tank overboard in the appropriate
setting
@ +            X   X 
@ +  X X      
Checking sea strainers and through hull for eel grass and other contaminants
] X
 X     X +
Locate all through hulls
[   X ! !  XZ  
Starting and stopping the engines
Checking the engine temperatures and presence of water in the exhaust at the stern transom
    X   
[   XX *      X !    !  
Use of navigational instruments. GPS, radar, sounder, compass and autopilot
)    
'L <<?   
] X  Z _  Z  `
Microwave using inverter
] X=   
Location of charts
Location of tools / spare parts
Location of systems manuals
Use of sound system
Use of television/DVD Blu-ray
Use of washer/dryer
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ODYSSEY
SAN JUANS AND BEYOND
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